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Background for these notes is: 

Chris van Tienhoven:  

Encyclopedia of Quadri-Figures and Poly Geometry 

http://www.chrisvantienhoven.nl/ 

 

Pivotal Isocubic for a 5L 

 

A point X has wrt the five quadrilaterals of a 5L - in the 

sense of QFG#1516 - five dual lines, which can have a 

common point Y. Points X with this property  give a 

pivotal isocubic, which bears also the common points Y 

in a reciprocal relation. 

 

 
 

We start with a 5L and an arbitrary line L 

… and points on L with their 5 dual lines wrt the 4L of the 5L. 

The loci of intersections of the five dual lines 

… are conics with three common points X1, X2, X3, 

… which have the property   

… as well as the common points Y1, Y2, Y3, 

… with Yi = L ∩ XjXk. 

 

The points Xi and Yi for a line pencil give a construction for the 

curve of the points with property . 

 

 Points with the property   give a pivotal isocubic. 

 

Now we repeat the procedure for one line XiYi = L 

… and get three X-points on the cubic: Xi, Yi and a new point P, 

… which is the tangential of Xi and Yi wrt the cubic, 

… and will be the pivot. 
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The common point of the dual lines of P is a new point Zi, 

… which is the 3
rd

 intersection of XiYi and the cubic, 

… and will be one vertex for a reference triangle. 

 

Once more we repeat the procedure for the line PZi = L 

… and get three X-points on the cubic: P, Zi and a new point U, 

… which is the tangential of P and Zi wrt the cubic. 

The common point of the dual lines of U is a new point V, 

… which is the 3
rd

 intersection of PZi and the cubic. 

 

Let W be the 4
th

 harmonic point of Zi wrt Xi and Yi. 

 

Once more we repeat the procedure for the line VW= L 

… and get three X-points: V and two new points A and B, 

… which give with C = Zi the reference triangle. 

 

In this way the cubic is a pivotal isocubic 

… with reference triangle ABC, 

… an isoconjugation with fixed points Xi and Yi 

… and the pivot P. 
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